What you need to do this first week... Check-off each item upon completion of its designated instruction and/or requested information.

_____ A. Using a COMPUTER, go to the website (URL address given above) and find the Math 27 course homepage...

_____ B. Identify the three major links listed on the left-hand side:
   1. ______________________________________________
   2. ______________________________________________
   3. ______________________________________________

_____ C. Identify the five links listed under "Reference Resources" (located to the right of the three major links in part B above):
   1. ______________________________________________
   2. ______________________________________________
   3. ______________________________________________
   4. ______________________________________________
   5. ______________________________________________

_____ D. Identify when the homepage was last updated: _____________, 2011

_____ E. Click on the Class Notes link for 08/22/2011 and scroll through it. This is a PDF document consisting of ____ pages.

_____ F. Skim through the Course Syllabus; complete the following (verbatim) from the course objectives as cited on the second page...
   
   "... as in most mathematical courses, students will be presented with the challenge of ________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________

   fashion.
G. **PERUSE** the (2) **Instructor Information and Policies** pages. There are a total of seven (7) major policy sections, three located on page 1 and the final four are on page 2. The first policy heading is labeled as:

1. ATTENDANCE (list the other six section headings below)

2. _____________________

3. _____________________

4. _____________________  (muy importante!)

5. _____________________

6. _____________________

7. _____________________

H. Examine the (tentative) Course Schedule

Identify the date of the first scheduled exam: _______/_______ (mm/dd)

I, ___________________________________, being of sound mind and body, do hereby avow that I have legitimately completed all of the designated instructions as checked above and supplied all of the requested information on these pages by myself. Furthermore, I acknowledge responsibility for understanding the content of each of the items (A-H).

____________________________________  ____________________________

Signature                               Date

* This first quiz consists of ten multiple-choice and True-False questions. All subsequent quizzes will cover math problems selected from the most recent HomeWork assignment, and will be given without any prior notice.